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EUROTEC DELIVERS H125 UTILITY HELICOPTER COMPLETIONS TO RAINIER 

HELI INTERNATIONAL 
  

Eudora, Kan., Oct. 10, 2018  Helicopter operators searching for the highest quality and service 

in aircraft completions can see these aspects in two recently fielded North American aircraft.   

 

EuroTec Vertical Flight Solutions (EuroTec), along with subsidiary EuroTec Canada, 

announced the completion and delivery of two utility-configured Airbus H125 helicopters to 

Washington-based Rainier Heli International. 

 

The aircraft join Rainier’s substantial leasing fleet flying external load, utility, tour and 

firefighting missions.  Operators like Rainier continue to look for efficiencies in a ‘one-stop-shop’ 

where a range of needs are met, with timely, meaningful turnarounds. 

 

 “We are very pleased to continue our work with the experienced team at EuroTec,” stated 

Rainier President Lash Larew.  “They have real craftsmen there, with great attention to detail.” 

 

EuroTec met Rainier’s mission needs by providing a suite of leading avionics and components 

from its wide range of dealerships, along with full install, completion and paint work. 

 

“We need projects that are done right the first time, every time, to maximize aircraft availability 

and meet the demanding schedules of our clients,” adds Larew.  “EuroTec consistently achieves 

this quality of service for us and they are able to maneuver well through challenging 

configurations.”  

 

One aircraft featured installation of the popular Maximum Pilot View Kit (MPVK) from Swiss 

Rotor Solutions, and Rainier is first to fly with the MPVK in North America. 

 

“EuroTec’s longtime commitment to excellence in sales, service and support helps industry 

leaders like Rainier achieve their goal of flying the best quality aircraft, mission configured and 

completed in a timely manner,” states EuroTec President Chad Decker.  “Listening to a 

customer’s needs lets our experienced team bring synergy and efficiency to each project.” 

Highlights of additional equipment installed include the DART Vertical Reference Floor Window 

Kit, Donaldson IBF, Garmin GRA 55 Altimeter and 345R Transponder, Iridium Flightcell, 

Onboard Systems Cargo Hook Kit and Technisonic digital radios. 

 

EuroTec is also completing heavy depot maintenance including 12-year inspections and Crash 

Resistant Fuel System (CRFS) upgrades on H125 and H130 series aircraft. 



“Providing responsive, turn-key solutions for clients is vital to long-term successful 

relationships,” adds Decker.  “We pride ourselves in offering aircraft acquisition services, 

handling the completion project from start to finish, and finally, full support for post-delivery 

flight operations.” 

Visit EuroTec at Booth 507 during the upcoming Air Medical Transport 

Conference/AMTC in Phoenix, Ariz. and Booth 413 during the Helicopter Association of 

Canada/HAC Annual Trade Show in Vancouver, BC in November. 

 

For additional information, visit EuroTecVFS.com and RainierHeli.com  
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